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A now Ba tb-House in the M.tre Yard! Lancaster! by T.~!. Pot tel'

During October 1973 3 close watch was kept on the construction
work in the Mitre Yard. It emerged that the enstern part of the

site had been extensively disturbed by post-medieval buildings and

their cellars, but numerous blocks of squared masonry, an

uninscribed altar and part of a column drum and base implied the

presence of substantial Roman structures. The character of these

buildings only became apparent, however, when a 7 x 2.5 m. pit was
dug for an interceptor tank on the eastern side of the Mitre Yard.

The structures revealed by this pit represented two phases of

masonry construction (fig. 1). The earlier phase comprised a
massive wall of concrete, 75 cm. thick, running approximately north

south. The concrete was yellow pink in colour and, as an aggregate,

included numerous fragmentsof tile nnd stone rubble. Butting against
this concrete wall was a second wall, orientated roughly east-west.

This wall stood to a height of over 1.50 m. and was faced with

blocks of millstone grit, with course heights of between 5 and 10 cm.

The blocks were laid in a Bood yellow-pink cement. There had been

no attempt to bond th •...two walls and it seems quite clear that they

were built at different times, the east-west wall being the later

(vide infra).

Associated with the later wall was a well-preserved hypocaust.

The r,round beneath the hypocaust had been carefully prepared; the

yellow alluvial subsoil had been covered with a layer of large cobbles,

set in a stiff blue clay, together with a few fragments of tile (unit
7). The cobbled surface had then been levelled with a thin layer of

dark brown soil and small cobbles (unit 6), while the gap between
the wall footing and the floor was sealed with a concrete apron. The

pilae rested upon unit 6. They were built of 20 cm. square tiles,

each 4-5 cm. thick, laid upon a stone base plate. ~ly one pila

survived to floor level, a height of nearly 1.20 m.; the other pilae

had collapsed or been demolished to less than half their original

height or, in some cases, to the lowest courses. However, it was

clear from the arrangement of the pilae that their construction had
taken account of the concrete wall, which must therefore precede the

building of the hypocaust. The floor (unit 3) was made of a 20 cm.

thick layer of tile and concrete, but it is not clear how it was

surfaced; possibly it had a simple tile floor, for one tile may have

been in situ. There were no tesserae. The walls above the floor
were rendered with a thin layer of plaster, decorated with a red wash,

but other fragments of plaster with traces of painted bands, found

in the fill, sur,rest a more elaborate decorative scheme.
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The only dating evidence for the hypocaust ~as a small sherd

of a second century rough-cast benker, ~ith an orange fabric and
a dark brown colour-coat. The sherd ~as sealed beneath the

foundation cobbles (unit 7). The unabraded character of the sherd

might suggest a seconc. century date for the construction of the
hypocaust, but this ~ould be hardly more than a euess. ',.Jhatis

certain is that repairs ~el'e Inter carried out to the hypocaust.

At least one and probably t~o pilae, built of roughly shaped lumps

of stone, ~ere inserted beneath the floor, presumably to stop

sagGing. The conditions under ~hich these pl1ae ~ere discovered
~ere not ideal and they could not be fully studied; nor was any

dating evider.ce found for these repairs. They are presumably later
than the second century.

Eventually the hypocaust ~ent out-of-use, although not before
a layer of soot had accumulated (unit 5). Part of the floor

collapsed and the space below was filled with rubble, cement, some

pieces of painted plaster and numerous fragments of tile, including

some curious box tiles, 24.8 x 24.5 x 12.5 cm. pierced on two

opposite sides with small vents. Their purpose is obscure unless

they formed a type of pilaster. The section of floor that did not

collapse ~as overlaid by a layer of black fill (unit 2) ~hich ~as

entirely ~ithout finds; this lay immediately beneath recent makeup

and, surprisingly, there were no signs of medieval occupation.

other features

The central section of the interceptor tank was not readily available
for inspection, but there was a clean section at the east end. The

stratigrsphy was as follows:

Layer Depth1. modern makeup 0.50 m.

2.

black fill without finds 1.45m.

3.
pinkconcrete floor 0.15m.

4.

sandand gravel makeup 0.10m.

5.

grey silt and charcoal 0.05rn.

6.
gravel 0.05m.

7.
grey siltand charcoal 0.05m.~. gravel 0.05m.

9.
mixed siltand charcoal 0.05rn.

10.

cleanyellow alluvium
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